The Thermine "Ether Wave" Instrument

Prominent Musicians Declare It Will Revolutionize the World of Music

Radio Victor Corporation of America has recently announced the opening of the first commercial model of the Thermine "Ether Wave" instrument in the person of the late Dr. Konstantin A. Logacheff, Professor of Electrical Engineering at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The instrument is simple in operation and resembles a violin, string or piano in its ability to play a wide range of music.

The late Dr. Konstantin A. Logacheff, Professor of Electrical Engineering at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, has been playing the instrument in public in Russia and Europe as early as 1925. The instrument is played by means of a string which is plucked or bowed, and the notes are produced by means of an electric current which vibrates the string.

The Thermine "Ether Wave" instrument is said to be played by means of a string that vibrates in a special way. The instrument is said to produce a sound that is both music and speech.

Professor Logacheff demonstrated the instrument in various parts of Europe, and the public, in the United States, has been extremely interested in the new instrument. The Thermine "Ether Wave" instrument is now being manufactured in large quantities at the Thermine factory in Boston.

The Thermine "Ether Wave" instrument is the result of a cooperative effort of a group of scientists and engineers.

It is not only a question of a few years ago when the Theremin "Ether Wave" was first demonstrated. The instrument is now being manufactured on a large scale and is being sold at a reasonable price.

Many believe that the Thermine "Ether Wave" instrument will revolutionize the world of music and will change the way music is played and heard forever.
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The Thermine "Ether Wave" instrument is said to produce a sound that is both music and speech. It is played by means of a string that vibrates in a special way. The instrument is said to be a great improvement over other instruments.
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